Fourth Quarter 2016-2017

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences appeared in:

- **619** total media citations (March 2017 – May 2017)
- **150** top-tier media citations (March 2017 – May 2017)

### Selected Media Hits

#### March

**The Washington Post**

Pope Francis suggests an openness to ordaining married men as priests
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)

**Christian Science Monitor**

New twist for deportation opponents: sanctuary in the streets
(Brett Grainger, Theology and Religious Studies)

**The Daily Mail (UK)**

How a relationship changes your personality: AI pinpoints how partners pick up each other’s habits to feel a 'sense of unity'
(Erica Slotter, Psychology)

**The Chronicle of Higher Education**

How to Help Your Department Avoid the Ax
(Sally Scholz, Philosophy)

**National Public Radio**

School Suspensions Have Plunged: We Don't Yet Know If That's Good News
(Kelly Welch, Sociology and Criminology)

**Christian Science Monitor**

From caricature to man of character: How time and art change image of Bush
(Jack Johannes, Political Science)

**The New York Times**

How to Log Off of Facebook Forever, With All Its Perks and Pitfalls
(Henry Carter, Computing Sciences)

#### April

**Associated Press**

Guam Catholic Church sees a perfect storm of controversy
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)

**The New York Times**
Here to Help: How to Find Your Missing Keys and Stop Losing Things
(Irene Kan, Psychology)

The Weather Channel
Weather Channel Geek of the Week
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

The Huffington Post
Mediterranean Morte: African migrants, refugees risk death for a life in legal limbo
(Villanova Social Justice Documentary Program)

National Geographic Magazine
New Spotted Gecko Found in Tiger Reserve
(Aaron Bauer, Biology)

Christian Science Monitor
Church revival? More liberals are filling Protestant pews.
(Brett Grainger, Theology and Religious Studies)

CBS Evening News
"Information Wanted": Freed slaves' heartbreaking ads tell personal stories of slavery
(Judy Giesberg, History)

Christian Science Monitor
O’Reilly and changing a culture of sexual harassment
(Katina Sawyer, Psychology)

May

BBC
Civil War historians take on Trump
(Judy Giesberg, History)

U.S. News & World Report
Don’t Fall for the ‘Grand Theft Fallacy’
(Patrick Markey, Psychology)

USA Today
Tornado deaths and destruction to triple in coming decades, study finds
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

Scientific American
Soil Microbes May Be Orchestrating Tree Migrations
(Samantha Chapman, Biology)

National Public Radio
Is Internet Addiction Real?
(Patrick Markey, Psychology)

Reuters
Trump meets the Pope: from trading barbs to seeking common ground
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)
CNN
What’s wrong with too many white men in one place?
(Gordon Coonfield, Communication)

Christian Science Monitor
New study asks why some American forests are moving West
(Adam Langley, Biology)